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CHAPTER I

UTTRODUCTIQS"

1, The Standing Committee for Industryj Natural Resources and

Transport of the Economic Commission for Africa 3,t. its second

session? held in December. 19^3S considered a report (E/CN.I4/INR/41)

on Institutes of Industrial Development and Research on sub-regional

"basis for Africa? based on a study of needs in selected countries in

Africa "by a consultant from, the United Nations Centre for Industrial

Development .in New York.

2, This study discussed in bread and general terms the role of

science and technology in development and,, in particular the develop-

ment of industry in the new countries of Asia and Africa. It examined

in some specific deta.il the urgent need for African countries to establish

local centres of technology which would draw in the specific know-

how from developed countries,, make such adaptations as are necessary

for local conditions and circumstances, carry out research into raw

materials and processes in order to develop new uses for indigenous

materials and new products., disseminate the imported and created

know-how to industrialists and entrepreneurs5 and offer direct

technical services towards obtaining more efficient operation1 and

management of both new and existing industrial ventures in these

countries. It was rightly argued that these functions and services

are essential if industrial development is to be accelerated at the

rate desired.and hoped for in African countries.

3, The objects in broad terms were "to aid in the' development of

selected natural resources which require research/ in the establishment

of new industries, and to render technical and engineering assistance

to existing industry to improve its productss processes and economic

status". In order to achieve these objects . a'multi-purpose'.Industrial

research and.development institute would be required with a .staff
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of scientists having academic qualifications in the physical sciences

and engineering "besides extensive and varied experience in industrial

technologies. In addition^ the institute would also require adequate

equipment^ pilot plant and other facilities. Developing countries in

general are9 however^ faced with acute shortage of scientific

personnel and scientists" with the experience and qualifications described

earlier are scarce even in the more advanced countries-and, when'

available? are expensive. Consequently;, even the cost of operation of a

modest unit with the minimum staff required to undertake effectively

the range of services" described was outside the financial resources

of most countries in Africa. The sub-regional single multi-purpose

institute was therefore suggested as .a means of overcoming both .

the problem, of scarce personnel and the funds necessary for this essential

institution, of industrial development.

4, The Standing Committee, in consideration of this report, made the

following points in the discussions

(i) "It was generally agreed that there was danger of research

institutes concentrating their activities too much on

theoretical research! the main emphasis should be on applied

research closely linked with industrial development.

(ii) A distinction should be made between full.scale industrial

research institutes and smaller scale centres concerned

■with applied research and development.

(iii) The sub-regional approach suggested was one possibility

but careful consideration should also be given

to smaller industrial -development centres mainly concerned

with and to serve individual countries.'1-'

5". These points endorsed fully the thesis presented that applied

research and adaptive research are the greater need.for African

countries. Oathe" other hand, and while accepting that the scope

and functions assigned for an institute of industrial development

1/ United Nations Economic Commission for-Africa, Report of the

Second Session of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural

Resources and Transport (e/CU.14/245? E/CN.14/BW54).
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and .research, i'are necessary to ensure that plans of 'industrialization

of a cbi^itry are properly formulated and implemented -with the least

delay and minimum failures,, there was tacit reluctance to giving

■unqualified support for the sub-regional approach, A single multi

purpose sub-regional- industrial research institute preferred in that

report confers many advantages to the country in -which it is sited.

The other countries served "by this'institute will not have even a

nucleus or centre to which local industrialists can turn for direct

assistance, The geographical distances between the only centre of

technology and the industrialists in countries other than the

countryvin which it is situated may often "be too great for consultation,

'These real difficulties necessarily limit the use of the research

institute by the associate countries,'while"the country in which it is

situated will increasingly use its services1. Since distances and

cost of travel inhibit effective consultation and development of

research market, the needs, of these countries will also' not be

known and would in course of time be neglected. These fears "

perhaps led to the belief..that ..even a centre with limited'scope and'

resource in one's own country was. .better than a full-fledged multi

purpose sub-regional■ institute elsewhere* ■ ...

6* These thoughts found expression in the final recommendations

of the Committee,, which required the Executive Secretary of the Economic

Commission for Africa/ in consultation with the United Nations Commis

sioner for Industrial Development and interested countriess to carry

out' further investigations on the establishment of such industrial

-development and research institutes on a national or sub-regional

basis. A teohnical adviser of the Centre for Industrial Development

visited selected African countries during July and August 1^64j to

develop information and discuss preferences in order to lay 6ut:ian'

action programme for institute development that could be jointly

undertaken by the appropriate members of the United Nations family1

and the countries of Africa*
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7, This latter study,. based on discussions with public officials

and those of-other development institutions in several countries^

came to the conclusion that in spite of the .acute shortage, of ■

scientific personnel .that is preval.entj a-start towards providing

even the most meagre industrial research facilities should be made. .

It suggested that many countries have a nucleus of industrial

research effort in tho form of testing laboratories,, food.processing,

institute, government departmental laboratory? project evaluation

centre or even the science laboratories of a national' university .

and that on this nucleus could be built the beginnings of an ■

industrial research effort. Emphasis was placed on the dictum that

a start not, albeit modest,, is better than none. The study recommended

that the Standing Committee authorize the Economic. Commission for..

Africa, secretariat and the Centre: .for Industrial Development,

with the aid of consultants, to,detail, country b;y; country, the

type and scope of in-depth studies needed to accomplish the amended'

programme of industrial research effort.

8. ■ ■ This was followed by an ECA study (E/CH.14/3TO/94) on industrial

research-for-the East -African sub-region in 19-65* It proposed a

variation of the multi-purpose single institute serving a number of

oountries which largely, overcome many of-. the shortcomings referred.,

to in the discussion of the.earlier study of 1963.in paragraph 5*

The.study for East Africa-recommended the- establishment of a. ;■ .

number of specialized institutes equitably distributed in the.

countries of the sub-region, .each institute serving the whole, sub-region

in its .specialized, field and thereby obtaining the desired .co-operation

of.the countries as equal partners. Co-ordination was provided

through an Eastern .!African Industrial .Research Council which

consisted of representatives of the participating .countries .and'

in whom the powers .and duties of the specialized institutes .were,

vested. Five institutes - Building Research in Ethiopia, Metals;.■■
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Institute in Zambia^ Textiles and Polymer Institute in Tanzania,

Food Research Institute in Uganda and Chemical and Process Engineering

Institute, .in Kenya -r.were suggested, as the initial-nucleus under the

Council which was further empowered to establish other institutes in

other countries of the..sub-region. .■-..,.. ■ i ■

9- ■' The-present sudy follows on the three studies made earlier^': "

incorporates the'discussions, recommendations and conclusions

reached at the Inter-regional Seminar on Industrial Research and

Development Institutes in-Developing Countries9 held in Beirutj

30 November - 11 December 1964s considers the special problems and

conditions prevailing in the West African sub-region with two

linguistic groups5 and the wide disparity in scientific infrastructure,

population, area2 and markets and suggests a combination of national

and multinational 'approaches to industrial research*.
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, ., . ■ ■ ■ ■- .. CHAPTER II ■ ..■■■■•

■ -, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH MD PRIORITIES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES '

10. Scientific reseai-ch has "been described by Alain Peyrefittes-'

Minister for Scientific Research in France^ as tho main, ferment in. the

progress of societies* This will be understood as increased

knowledge which research provides is one of the aims of development.

Scientific research through,invention and innovation stimulates

development and provides also the.driving force for production,' . ■

Science and its disciplines pervades all forms of economic activity

and guides these activities. ..Research is constantly challenging.. ■

established structures and traditional.procedures. Consequently it .

has become an instrument of policy among countriest ■-.*•;

11. The importance of scientific research is therefore no longer

a subject of-debate. Its "benefits are known and accepted by countries

irrespective of their ideologies or size. For countries on the

threshold of industrial development as most developing countries are,

it.has a special significance. The issue for these countries is not

whether they can afford it but whether they can afford to. be without

it, The choice before the developing countries is the' determination

of how much and what type of research should be mounted nationally

or in co-operation with their neighbours in order to maximise the

benefits to be gained "by the utilization of tho scarce resources of.

scientific manpower and funds available to thenu

12. The dimensions of science have changed. Until recently

research was mainly a matter for the individual scientist following

his own line of inquiry, or of the entrepreneur seeking its exploita

tion. The resources required were modest* This has changed as

l/ GECD Observer Special Issue on Science, page 3<
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a result of the greatly increasing cost of research and of recognition

of the potential value of its results..

13« As a result of these changes,1 even the large developed countries

find it difficult to provide the skilled manpower and finance to

undertake all' the research which their national interests might suggest

as desirable. For smaller developed countries3 the need for personnel

and financial resources for scientific research and development far

exceeds the available resources and hence choices have to be made

between alternative programmes and projects. For developing

countries the gap between demand and supply is even greater and it is

therefore essential for them to determine priorities in regard to

disciplines or types of research,,, in addition, to selection of

programmes and projects and also to consider as a matter of policy

co-operative arrangements with their neighbours in order to make,

up for their limited means in manpower and funds. Consideration of

these limiting factors'in relation to industrial research involves

a discussion of the types of research.

Types of Research -..Definitions ......

14. The definition of the types of research is provided by the

Research Board of the President of the United States. Two main

divisions are recognized - basic research and applied researoh*

"Basic research includes fundamental research and background research,

and is the theoretical .analysis,-! exploration or experimentation directed

to the extension of knowledge of the general principles governing

natural and social phenomena. Background research is the.systematic

observation,, collections organization and presentation of facts .using

known principles to reach objectives that are clearly defined before

the research is undertaken,, to provide a foundation for subsequent

research or to provide-standard reference data. Applied research is the

extension of basic research to the determination of generally accepted

principles with a view to specific applications, .generally involving

the devising of a specified novel product, process^ technique or device.
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Adaptive research is the adaptation of existing process, technique or

device to suit special conditions prevailing. Finally comes the defini

tion of development,, that essential link between research and the .

industrial application of research results. Developmental research is

related to work on an existing model, device9 equipment,.material or

product process. Developmental research differs, from applied research

in that work is done on products, processed techniques or devices,

that previously, have,been discovered or invented."

15. It is, however, accepted that scientific research is a broad

spectrum shading from basic and background research at one end, through

applied research and adaptive research, to development research at

the other end. Industrial research is basic, applied, adaptive and

developmental research undertaken with the .object of application of

results-to industry,

16. Industrial research is therefore not only concerned.with exploiting

fundamental discoveries made by basic research. It bases itself squarely

on the accumulated store of knowledge, attends to the needs of the

particular industry or industries it serves and -through -rts -work 'br'ings

new manufacture,a stage nearer. This may be simply an improvement of

an existing process,, but it may be. an entirely new one and-the product

may also. be new. ■ ■

17. Industry research has extended its scope to include the systematic

study of industrial operations, the handling of materials and layout of

the plant. And since it is concerned broadly with the economic efficiency

of industry, it works to raise the level of productivity through the

better use of resources human and material.

Research Needs of Developing Countries

18.;■ In this context, .the statement of the Secretary-General of the

United Nations at the 36th Session of ECOSOC, on the United Nations

Conference on the Application;of Science and Technology for the.benefit

of less developed areas is of particular relevance. He stated,."First
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it is necessary to build centres of scientific and technological

strength in the less developed countries. Second^ it is necessary to

focus more- resources in the advanced countries on science and technology

for-the "benefit'Of .the less developed countries* Third, it is nec-es&ary-

to make a Judicious assessment of priorities,,,.."-' He further expressed

the view.that science and technology cannot "be exported or "pushed" out

from their habitat.in the advanced countries, but that they have to

be imported .or "pulled" in for definite needs by the developing countries

themselves... Such import of science and technology as was suggested

can only be achieved through the centres of technology established in

developing countries and effectively manned with qualified applied

scientists capable of defining the needs of the country, acquiring the

, specificrknow-h6w3 of adapting to local conditions and circumstanceSj

■and.:.of disseminating this knowledge" in the form suggested by adaptive

research. This same conclusion was reached by a Working Group on Science

and Itfew Developing Nations at Stanford Research Institute,-^ Their

initial approach was to consider the needs of developing countries in

terms' of scientific discoveries and technological inventions which

might benefit them significantly. This "needed break-throughs" approach

was examined area ~by area only to lead to the conclusion that sufficient

knowledge is already available on many of the areas needed in the:

developed countries. The major problem is not that of. a lack of

available science and technology but that the world reservoir of existing

"knowledge is not being adequately drawn on by the developing countries^

Borrowing Known Technology

19» , There are? however, particular limitations to borrowing known

technology from advanced countries3 although a large reservoir of such

knowledge exists and awaits drawing upon. Most of the developing countries

1/ Ho. ECOSOC/l588? 8 July 19-63.

2/ Scientific Research and Progress in New Developing Countries, "b
:E. Staley and D. C. Fulton. Stanford Research Institute? \96lt
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are in or,..near. the tropics-, while, all of the developed countries are

in temperate zones. Consequently, the technologies available are for

.adoption in the temperate areas and.cannot be transferred in that form

directly-, to. tropical conditions. Also, the developed countries, have :.

abundant capital, an.d_ skilled-though expensive industrial manpower

while in the. developing countries there is abundant labour inexpensive

but unskilled, and,scarcity of capital-. The industrialized countries

therefore base their development and consequently their research effort

on labour saving and capital intensive .processes and techniques. The

developing countries, on the other hand, with abundance of labour and

scarcity of capital, would require .techniques and processes which use

comparatively more labour and smaller quantities of capital. The

use of the .r.esults of-research and technology developed in industrialised

and advanced countries without the necessary adaptation to the conditions

,in the developing, countries can in cases even be harmful. . ■

Adaptive Research ■' .-..■-. . . ■ . " ■

20, In the transfer of techniques and know-how from an advanced to a

less advanced country,, some adaptive research is essential. In many-

cases the extent of the adaptation may be minor, while in others,

considerable changes in design and process may have to be effected to

suit local conditions. Adaptive research is particularly useful

.in developing countries, as it not only provides a means of drawing upon

the reservoir of existing world .knowledge, but in the process also

improves on it from the standpoint of suitability for particular

needs or conditions. Some of the changes inv-oLve&.-if?■ -adaptation -ar-e-g ■

(a)■ Modifications necessary because of variations in properties of

■ --locally available'or substitute raw materials? ■

(b) The difference in relative availability of capital and

skilled labour^ .. ..

(c) Modification of a process or operation to a scale (generally

; sn*al3f©-r than considered economic in developed countries with

large markets) imposed by smaller local market conditions!
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(d) A series of combinations of the above—and of such .factors-' as-

scarcity of foreign1 exchange available for import of. capital

gobdsg and modifications to machinery design.. , . . .

21. Japan achieved considerable success in this area in their-initial

phase of industrial development some 40 years ago and demonstrated

that considerable industrial development can be achieved using imported

technology and adaptive research. The importance of adaptive research

deserves the greatest emphasis in countries in the early stages of ■

development.

Processing Research

22, Adaptive research alone "would not1 meet-the requirements of the new

countries in Africa. The economies of African countries are largely

dependent on agriculture 'and mining. Very few products are exported in

the form in which they are harvested from the land. Some processing is

almost always necessary, if only for preservation and storage. The. ■ .

degree and control of processing undertaken in the country also determines

its. quality and value.. In mining, problems of beneficiation, refining,

purification, preliminary processing to raise quality of ore and .

reduce impurities^ might present themselves. Consuming countries of

these export materials are also the industrialized countries. Their

interest in these primary materials is.at the lowest cost for conversion

into manufactured .products,. and they are therefore unlikely to have

mounted research programmes to improve the economic value or to develop

new uses for these materials. Consequently, new knowledge of improved

processing or new uses will not be available from the reservoir of

knowledge and, unless generated within the country3 will result in

a number of resources,, both agricultural and mineral., either obtaining

uneconomic returns or being under-utilized. Overcoming this economic

handicap by providing processes and techniques for improved export

processed materials and finding new ones is the domain of applied

research.
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Basic Research and Applied Research

23. Basic or fundamental research aims at•extension of knowledge for

its own sake without direct preoccupation with the application of its

results. . Applied research on the other hand is undertaken to apply

results to practical ends and therefore to production of new wealth.

It is not to be inferred from this that "basic research is unimportant.

The results- of a particular piece of basic research may have no direct

practical application but nevertheless provide a new element of knowledge

which in turn may contritute indirectly to a technological development.

In facts some basic "but oriented research is often necessary in order

to make break-throughs in applied research and technology.' Also basic ■

research, however limited, is essential as without the practice and'

understanding of its techniques,, a country will not possess a breadth

and depth of: scientific understanding -to enable it to select from the

world's store of knowledge those elements which are relevant for its

development.

24. The policy decision before developing countries is not the exclusion

of one or the other but of determining what proportion of total research

effort and resources should be allotted to basic and applied research

in a country. Planners^ economists^ politicians and industrialists in

most countries and particularly in the newly developing countries,, have

rightly argued that the meagre resources of research available should

be directed towards established and planned economic development needs

of a country. They have emphasized the urgent need for increased produc

tion and creation of new wealth through industrial? agricultural and

mining development in order to raise the standard of living of the

peoples. This envisages preferential support for applied research^

a trend already emphasized in the earlier 1963 report and reconfirmed

in the deliberations of the Beirut Seminar on Industrial Research

held in 1964.
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Industrial Research ■ ■ '■

25. Industrial'research is scientific research directed towards

application of results to industry. It includes basic and applied research

and also development research. The research, both basic oriented and

applied/ leads to a new process or product. The adoption of the new

process or method, or product in manufacture through steps involving

production in increasing quantities is known as development. The

combination of scientific research and technology to obtain advances

in new methods of industrial production is the function of industrial

research. The objects of industrial research are to provide the

"technology, adapted or created,, required for industries in existence

and planned for the future, and to provide the reservoir of systematized

knowledge regarding raw materials, by-products are other resources. In

order to satisfy these objects it undertakes a variety of research and

development services*

Variety of Services and Scarcity of Funds

26. To be effective in new development, research will have to be

undertaken in a wide range of industrial fields and these will necessarily

include food processing and manufacture,, mineral processing3 produceion

engineering, chemical technology., forest products5 fibre technology,

building materials,, rubber and plastics,, leather and footwear, to name only

a few. To this already over-burdened responsibility have been added

other necessary services in developing countries such as industrial

extension, consultation with industry and trouble-shooting, industrial

testing and standards., and feasibility studies*

27. These are essential needs in Africa and some mechanism will have

to be found to meet these needs q,uicklya The complexity of the problems

involved in providing these services will be seen from the gross

inadequacy of funds and personnel available by a comparison of expenditure

in developed countries with those of the developing countries. The

annual expenditure in scientific research per capita in USA is
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in UK, #352 in France, J>273 and in Poland,, Z95 while in the majority of

developing countries the corresponding expenditure is only US. $0.10 to

#0.30, Since the per capita incomes in most African countries are

low they cannot possibly match the research expenditure of the developed

countries. Considerable economies in resources^ through effecient

organization, judicious choice of research programmes, and priorities

directly linked to the national and sub-regional development programmes,

trill therefore be required to bridge the inexorable gap between need

and available scarce human and financial resources. Assuming these

economies the Beirut Seminar recommended the expenditure on industrial

research of 0.1 per cent of a country's GST as the minimum,. (Pheir

recommendations on organisation, discussed in the next chapter^ are

of interest to the sub-region.
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■ ■ CHAPTER III ■

BEIRUT SEMHAR Off BTSTITUTES OF INDUSTRIAL ESSEARCH MB DEVELOPMENT

Organization -

28. The organizational forms in developed and developing countries

were considered and their experiences evaluated. The choice of form was,

however, thought to be dependent on a number of factors, such, ass

(a) The special needs of any predominant raw materials - agricul

tural and mineral - and accessibility to the centres of these

productions,

(b) The type and scale of operations of industries existing and/or

planned,

(c) The level of economic and industrial development and expected

growth.

(d) The financial resources and availability of scientific and

■ technical personnel. ' .

(e) The scientific infrastructure that exists in. the form of

universities, technical institutions and government agencies,

29. Certain successful principles and procedures- of organization, _

operation and financing, however, emerged, and these were- particularly

' emphasized and recommended for adoption in new institutions to be .

established or in the re-organization of existing organizations.. These

can be briefly stated as follows %

(a) The most successful organizations for research are independent

corporate bodies set up under an autonomous board or council

vested with the powers and duties of the research institute.

(b) Government, or governments, have the responsibility and

obligation to guarantee adequate financial support on long-

term basis to ensure continuity, although ad hoc services
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to the private sector might yield a sizable- ■ income when

industry has learned the value of research and the institute

gained its confidence*■ ■ .

(c) Close co-operation should bo cultivated with universities in

order to bring about a free interchange and cross-fertillaation

of ideas. Basic problems .may also, with advantage, be

farmed out to universities, but the.primary responsibility

for industrial research should rest with the institute.

(d) Industrial research institutes should maintain close working

relationships with other research organizations,, local and

■ foreign, as well as institutions concerned with industrial

. development and finance, the government agencies for industrial

policy and planning, and industries themselves/ Some countries

have closer ties between research institutes and financing

organizations through inter-linked boards.

(e^ The main deficiencies in existing organisations were poor

liaison with industry, lack of adequate industrial extension

and communication with industry, entrepreneurs and.government

agencies^ inadequate training of indigenous.staff,, and the

non-identification of research problems* .

30. The deficiencies mentioned under (e) have been the causes for poor

performance of research institutes in developing countries and sugges

tions for overcoming these are therefore of some importance. Some aspects

of these are discussed in succeeding chapters. . .■
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CHAPTER IV

THE PROBLEMS OF TRANSFER OF' TECHNOLOGICAL KEOTCLKDGE

BTOUSTEIAL EXTMSOT

31. The-image of .research in the minds . of most-people stops- with,

discovery^ .but if a scientist only discovers? he would not have con

tributed- to world well-being. The applied1scientist transforms, a. new

discovery into a technology for producing goods,- Technology thus

created has little value,by itself. It has. to be used-towards making

a new? improved or lower cost product. Its use implies finding a

sponsor or entrepreneur who,will invest money, machinery, materials

and men to produce new wealth. Technology has, therefore, ■ to: be sold.

Tho funcion of selling technology and finding the" markets for the

products of both search., and research is as important to the success

of an industrial research institute as creating the technology itself.

Sources of Technological- Knowledge ■ ■■■ - ■ ■ ■ ■ " ■

■32." In the field of technology, the needs of users not only cover

the most recent developments and modern techniq.uess but also the

large body of knowledge already used elsewhere. The sources of this

information are diverse. Books and Journals only provide a small part

of this information., and to translate even this to industrial practice

requires both knowledge of the appropriate technology and expertize.

This is understandable if one recognizes that treatment and diagnosis of

various diseases are adequately covered in books and yet it would be

considered insane for t<..e average person to consult, a medical library

instead of a physician. The library is. essential to an institute and

is its,most .important.equipment. It is the depository of scientific

journals which disseminate scientific information .in a precise form and

of other books which deal with, fields of technology and the scientific

principles involved in general terms. No book published, however, gives

one a blue-print of a factory or the detailed information which will
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enable a layman to set up a factory to suit particular conditions of a

market, size, or of type of labour. The information that can be gathered

from books of practical value is therefore limited - although in the

hands of a technologist with wide experience in a particular industry

it has high value and purpose.

33... A good part of technological knowledge is largely unpublished and

in the hands of technicians and scientists in the. industry,, in. the ..

skills.of industrial personnel, and.in procedures and practices in

individual industrial ..enterprises. Thesej sometimes: referred to as

'know-how'j are., rarely transmitted except, by, special .agreements between

concerns ands invariably, at a price. It includes also much of the

written technological information of. a specialized nature, such.as

patents*, drawings,, confidential and classified documents, specifications

of materials in. process and of end-product., etc. . „;

34. T3ie major and direct sources of technological knowledge still■■

available are industry research institutes in advanced countries,

machinery manufacturers, chemical manufacturers, independent consultants,

international agencies of aid, and friendly governments. The 'pulling in1

of this knowledge is by no means simple. It demands the capacity not only

to acquire systematically, codify and document such information, "but

also to discriminate carefully with respect to what does need to "be

acquired and what should be avoided. This, then, is the first problem,

and can. only bo.overcome by a proper library and trained librarians

and scientists to gather and sift the information and make it readily

available in assimilable practical form.

"Choice of Technology and its Adaptation

35» The methods and procedures of operation-and technology in the

advanced countries cannot and should not be transplanted Sireotly in %he

developing countries^ a careful appraisal should bo made to find more

appropriate solutions id suit local environmental conditions of matorialSj

markets and labour. The problem of choice and adaptation" can-'"be broken

down into two related" problems t
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(a) The choice among several methods on which reasonably complete

information is available. ■' .

(b) The inoorporation of changes in .processes, machinery, equipment,

.procedures, and practices requiring technical work and .

.re-design. .

Choice of Technology

36, The choice of technology is not an easy matter.:. It is dependent , ,

on two factors - technological and economic. To evaluate the technolo

gical factor,.several alternative designs of the plant, employing

different processes3 -will have to be .worked out in detail-which

would involve, accurate information on costs of machinery and equipment*,

materials, and .labour. .This type of information is difficult to come by

since .channels of communication in the technological field are varied

and full .of obstacles. There is therefore a large degree of uncertainty

involved in the choice. . .. . .

37. The second factor is the economic appraisal of different technolo

gical alternatives. The choice may depend on the economic criteria

.which are given.priority in a country, such as.large employment generated

per unit .-of .capital, or lowest capital cost per unit of output, or

lowest foreign.exchange utilization. .One or more of these factors

may have to be taken into consideration.and a choice may be easier if

the experience in, other developing countries on the technology becomes

available. "When such information is not available, it leads3 in many

cases, to a choice made on offers.of machinery through salesmen, who

are; more interested in selling the most costly equipment than in the

economic interests of the country. In many cases, the offers of

machinery are for production levels very much in excess of the low market

requirements of. a country.

38. Different industries present a wide range of technological character

istics; while in some special cases such as the major chemical

processes, there is no alternative to an up-to-date plant of minimum
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economic sise using automated control9 there are3 however, a large

range of industries which provide alternate, if not so up-to-date

technologies more suitable for developing countries with lower skills,,

poor maintenance of machinery,, smaller market and scarce capital.

It is in the interests -of developing countries to explore the latter

possibilities and this function of choice is an important activity of

an industrial research organization.

Industrial Extension Services ■ • ■ .

39» The preceding paragraphs discussed the problems of gathering

technological knowledge from the advanced countries,, sifting such

informations, codifying it, and making the choice. The task~is5 however,

not complete until the information is disseminated to those who need it or

are seeking its the transferred technology is used in local production

and assisted through various services, such as trouble-shooiing, 'testing,,

quality controlj etc. The dissemination and associated technical services

are termed industrial extension.

40. Several problems arise. First, the institute must identify the

users of technology, the potential entrepreneurs and the existing

industrialist in need of technology and other services. Second, it

should establish liaison, render services even at iower than actual

cost and win the confidence of the public it servoss the press and'

government. In order to stimulate interest in technology and to

inform the country of the availability of its varied services., ' the

institute should make maximum' use of various tools of extension, such

as personal visits and contacts, demonstrations, training courses3

in-plant trials, radios press articles., exhibits and seminars, technical

inquiry and answer service, field days, etc.
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41* Industrial extension is of importance not only "because it provides

a means of direct technical service, .but also because it brings to the

knowledge of the institute the needs of industries and their live

problems. Industrial extension'is.a dynamic activity and the institute,

to "be .successful,, should take the lead in industrial management and

training, for industry3 in. bringing handicaps faced by. industry to the

notice of governm^a,^, in improving productivity, in assuring quality

to the consumer by standards and testing,.and.generally in promoting

industrial development. If efficiently carried out3 it could.be

the most satisfying and acceptable function of.an industrial research

institute*
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CHAPTER V

PROJECT FORMULATION AITD

42. The role of a national industrial research institute is that of"

active assistance to the nation in implementing its industrial plans

and policies in all its phases, A sub-regional institute, or a number of

specialized institutes under one sub-regional council, on the other

hand,, will bo charged frith this same responsibility, but for a group

of countries. This responsibility it would discharge, only if if provided

the technology of the right amount and the right kind at the right time.

.Research should9 therefore? "be directed towards meeting established and

planned needs of the country or countries a research institute serves*

43. Too many research institutes have failed to contribute to the

economic will-being of the countries they served principally because of

their poor selection of programmes for research. Often they considered

research a superior intellectual activity, and one to which no one

else except the scientific staff could contribute. They operated in

an ivory tower, divorced from policy makers, planners and even the

industrialists. Consequently, the projects did not always reflect the

needs and a development of high scientific merit, which the scientists

believed was going to revolutionize the economy, found no takers.

44. The developing countries with scarce financial resources nocd. to

harness their scientific manpower to areas and to solutions of problems

which will bring immediate and sizable gains. Planners? economists

and industrialists may not understand the language or method of science,

but they know what break-throughs are necessary for the development

planned and can also provide useful information on limits of cost.

l/ Formulation and Selection of Projects for a National Institute

of Industrial Research, by A. Sundxalingam. Discussion Paper Ho. 6,
Inter-Ecgional Seminar on Industrial Research and Development

Institutes, Beirut 30 November - 11 December 1964.
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capital? quality and quantum. Scientists are expected to translate

these into specific problems, "build in the economic factors5 and work out

techniques to provide a solution .satisfying the limits.set* Consultation

is essential in order to determine essential needs-and to identify the

live technological problems of the country and its industry, and" it is

a pity that scientific organizations avoid this for fear of interference

"by non-scientific administrators and others.: While scientists thrive

in an atmosphere of intellectual freedom and this should.be guaranteed

■by the-State and ^administration, it is incumbent on them to tninte in

terms of development of the money economy, which alone contributes to .

their country's well-being. . ■

45. The research programme can spell failure or success of a country's

development and is therefore of paramount importance to a research

institute. The preconditions of formulation of such a programme would

include the objectives in relation to economic plans,, the identifiable

needs of technology to .meet the industrial .plans, and a critical review

of the minerals agricultural and other resources. - . . ■ ■ ■

Industrial Plans and Identifiablei'Needs of Technology

46. A new country passes through three stages of economic developments

the ezploitive stage3 the stage of industrial development, and the

stage of industrial maturity.. Most of the countries of the sub-region

are still in the exploitive stage with little industrial development

and some are entering the second stage through plans of industrial

development based on sound economic decisions.

47. Each of these countries will build the industrial sector on the

strength of what it has - agriculture, mining, or both. Basic industries

of fertilizer will ovolve from availability of oil, rock phosphate? or

extremely large forest reserves5 iron and steel from rich iron ore3

aluminium from both bauxite and cheap powers heavy chemicals from

salts sulphur or other inprganic deposits^ cement from clay and limestones

fabricated copper from rich copper ores3 etc.
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48, The ."basic-industries are generally specified in the plans but

secondary industries producing consumer goods are rarely mentioned.- ■

The latter haTe larger.employment potential in relation to capital :

employed and the sum total of goods substituting for imports-can

also be sizable^ yot, because the industrial units are usually of-..small- .

or medium-scale and ..this .field comes generally under the private sector.,

the country's plans indicate only over-all investment and employment,

and not even a.list of viable industries is included. While basic- ■ .

industries,, because of their size and complexitys have built-in know- - .

how and management arrangements provided^ the secondary industries

in the private sector are not so provided. As overseas expertize and

feaow-^how Mould be too .expensive for such small units? entrepreneurs.,

would not -enter, industry,, unless some reliable institution or source is

available.to assist them.

49« The industrial research institute should therefore seek .detailed

information .on the-nature of these secondary industries from the trade

and entrepreneur groups,, and establish liaison and intelligence on.'■■

the now industries to be established .in order to .determine the adaptation -

of technology and raw material substitution that will be required. In

addition, the basic industries planned,, process industries existing and !

planned, and secondary'industries existing and planned would have to be

listed;, their raw materials and processes examined to reveal those

problems which require immediate and future solution.

Egsources . .

50. The resources of a country and their optimum utilization in

industry, are key factors in development. Consequently, these are of

vital importance an research and in determining the research programme.

There are two distinct ways in which the subject of resources and

industries., can be handled. One is the descriptive method,which is a

description of the minerals agricultural and other resources known and

available9 their nature^ quality.and quantity. Tho other is the func

tional method,, which places emphasis on analysis^ correlation and appraisal,
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For the purpose of project formulation, ;it -is necessary to use both■■■ •■'■■■■

methods. One would, therefore catalogue; the. resources^., their .quality9

nature, and quantity, and also apply the technique of analysis and . ■ ■■

questioning; in order to elicit-the problems associated with the. resources.

51. It is necessary to' know the composition' of a resource to determine

whether beneficiatipn is likely to enhance the quality to the extent

desired for use-within the country or for export. One will'question '

why a particular resource is either hot 'exploited or under-exploited,

oither unutilized locally or under-utilized. A material similar- to

a local resource in use in a "process or industry already existing will"

suggest an investigation into that resource-. Lowering of quality in

tho final,.product..by tho use:. pf a local./.resource, would again;-suggest'

a project on the pre-processing of the resource pr .adaptation of.;.the. ,:: ■■

technology used in the'particular .process. .Some minerals and ■ most .:of the

agricultural, resources provide by-products often: going to.-waste, because

no immediate use.is found; in the- area.; ... Investigations into, possible -. :.

uses for. these waste products can :oft.env be fruitful, ■ ■ . .. ..,,; .■ - ., .

52«" The African continent is very rich in minerals'and power" resources.

The mineral resources of the West African sub-region include iron,

titanium, .;bauxite, ^ copper, lead,, zincs tins. tungsten,, wolfram^ gypsum^ . ,;

limestones dolomi.te, manganese^ goldj. diamondSj- potrp,leum.?;natural. gass

coalj s.altj. tantalitcs columbites ,kaolin3 ..carbon dioxide^ beryls ■■■ , •. ...

monazite3 .ilmen.ites rutilej chromi.te3- phosphates-, and others. . The . ■. „ ■..

agricultural..resources are large and varied^ the principal, ones being , .. ■-

coffee, cocoa? yam;, tobacco, cassava, cane sugar3; cotton., cashew,, .:-.- ...-;■

coconut oil palm, ground-nut, soya,, etc. The minor resources, include

tannin extracts, timber and forest products, abaca, tea, corn, gum

copal, gum arabiCj, kapok, beeswaxs vegetables and fruits. . ...
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Qver-all Programme and Final Selection. .

53. The over-all, programme would be-an inventory of projects resulting

from an .analysis and appraisal of the needs of technology and services

necessary for enhancing the,resources and developing the existing1 and- : '

plaiined industries of a sub-region, The projects formulated, at this

stage will represent. ideas3 with perhaps, concise: information on scope,.,

disciplines;, .and state of existing knowledge. If. a council of research

serves a group of countries or controls a number of laboratories, in,

specialized fieldss.the spectrum of disciplines and the number of projects

will be extremely large,, A preliminary evaluation and screening, will

then be necessary., ...... . ■ . ■ .

54« Preliminary evaluation and screening will entail consideration of

the relative importance of a group of projects in:a particular industry

or on a resource^ and elimination of those which bring in small gains

in relation to research -effort, those which require technologies which

are scarce or unobtainable^ those on which existing technology is

satisfactory and may bo postponed for later consideration, and those . -

on which.outside knowledge.has, since been found to be available and could

be adopted at lower cost, ' . :

55- After the preliminary,screening^ the projects remaining will, have- .. ■

to be. prepared in some, detail for the.final selection. The scope and -

object of tho project. and the specific problems to be solved should bo'.'

stated first. Then follows a. brief summary of the literature search-1

made on the- particular1-subjects and the gaps in knowledge which the

project is-expected to fill.. .

56. The utility factor should be presented next. A basic research

project to provide now knowledge towards solution of other applied

problems has utility, oven though it would be difficult to estimate in

advance the time required for completion of.such a project and, hence,

tho cost. In applied research*, the utility factor can be more specifically

stated as a new or better raw materials improved product or process or
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operations or a new product. Estimation of the times cost .and magnitude

of the attack on such problems can only be3 at best;, an intelligent

prediction based on previous experience of similar problems. Research

is essentially an exploration into uncharted areas and therefore

defies more, definite estimates. What is presented, as time and costs are

notional probabilities,

57- In the case of developmental projects which involve pilot plant

oporation, determination of unit cost of production? market research

and evaluation of final product,, it would be possible to determine

more closely the utility and usability factors and to predict within

close limits the results that will be achieved in a particular time

and at a particular cost.

58. The final selection.and establishment of priorities should bo the

responsibility of the Research Council or .a Committee of Directors of

HosGarcli, assisted by representatives of planning bodies and the govern

ments. The final list as approved should bo for a definite period of

five years and should be the research plan. On the basis of the plan3

it would be possible to work put manpower requirements,, disciplines^

equipment and facilities and annual cost of operation for the full period.

Having provided the "budget, the Director should bo given a free hand to

implement the plan and to report progress to the selection body once

in every six months.
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CHAPTER VI

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO MEET AFRICAM INDUSTRIAL NEEDS.

59* In Africa5 industrial research will endeavour to effect break

throughs in technologies particularly in areas whore utilization of

indigenous materials would be an advantage and would develop these to

the production stage. Such break-throughs are rare and even if an

institute did have the good fortune to have more than a normal share of

these9 i* would still be required to conduct adaptive research and to

adapt technology to meet immediate production needs. It would also "bo

expected to provide certain essential services, such as industrial testing?

in—plant standardization and quality control^ industrial engineering,

trouble-shooting, feasibility studies? project evaluations machine

.maintenance and design, etc., and to actively assist in the cmplementation

of national industrial plans.

60, In order to justify these assertions, it is necessary to review

tho factors and problems of industrialization in African countries*

The peoples of Africa, .are predominantly engaged in agriculture, pastoral

and fishing activities, and forestry. Consequently, they understand

agriculture which has been the traditional occupation for centuries and

capital resources which are modest are preferentially directed to this

and related activity. Because of the non-existence cf industrial

tradition5 lack of knowledge of the technologies end. know-how of

production, lack of technical and industrial skills, lack of entre

preneurial talent, and lack of an institute where technical services

could be obtained to overcome these handicaps? Africa, has failed to

attract sufficient internal capital to generate industrial activity-

at the rate most of the new countries have planned for. Industrial

investment from the indigenous population has therefore been meagre.

In addition to this3 limitations of national boundaries and inability to

offset this by economic integration of a group of countries, coupled with

low, consumption of goods, have meant poor markets for industrial products*
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61. Against this background let us examine the areas of support

that will be required before entrepreneurs will venture into industry.

For this purpose four different groups can "be envisaged.

(a) Local entrepreneurs wishing to enter industry where some

limited knowledge and experience exists.

("b) Local investors wishing to enter into a small-scale industry

where no local knowledge or experience is available and it

is not proposed to import know-how from abroad.

(c) Local industrialists entering into medium-scale industrys

, in technical, and or financial collaboration with an overseas

manufacturer o.r trading company.

(d) The government intending to set up a large-scale plant

for a basic industry such as cement., oil refining^ heavy

chemicals., fertilizers, paper and pulp3 iron and steel9

or a, large-scale textile mill.

Probessing Industries-

62. In the first category will be-a majority of products now exported

in the raw or unprocessed foirms and a number of products locally con

sumed such as processed food3 timber products^ bricks, tiles or

weaving. If the products replace a hitherto lower priced export

commodity;, it is necessary to know -whether this would be .preferred in

the traditional'market and,, if so9 in what quantities? price and

quality, flhen raw products are imported into a consuming country for

use in various manufacturess there already exist units for processing

them into forms acceptable to an end-product manufacturer and these

interests arc likely to' thwart attempts of a primary producing

country entering into competition with them. Consequently, the traders

who supply the processing factories'abroad will also be unhelpful9 not

because they are unpatriotic but because they have no contacts with the

end-use manufacturers and will therefore lose an-existing trade. The
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enthusiasm of the "local entrepreneur is likely to vanish at the end of

this preliminary enquiry unless he has ready access to an impartial

organization which could advise him of the end uses of the processed

product and direct him to information regarding manufacturers to whom he

can apply for details of price, quality and specification, and quantities

required.

63. Having obtained this information and established a potential market

at a price which appears to be advantageous both to country and the

sponsor, he will now search for details of size of economic production,

typo and cost of machinery, industrial skills required, management,

supplies of raw material, attainment of quality specifications, cost of

processing, etc. He will require specialized assistance in all these

areas and continual services of testing his product, .assistance in

overcoming process or machinery breakdown and in improving effeciency

of operation.

Consumer Industries

64, In the case of production for local consumption he would require

information on total demand, what proportion of this is already met,

■ what plans, if any, the local manufacturers have for expansion and,

if these do not exist, the reasons for not expanding production. If

the reason is lower .demand caused by poor quality or too high a price,

further information may be called for on the desired quality, optimum

price and the techniques and technologies of production required to moot

both quality and price. This will lead to further enquiries on size of

production, source and type of machinery,, specifications of quality

of raw material, capital required and cost of production, tfhere a

local entrepreneur enters a field of industry on which no know-how

or experience exists, he will require the assurance of competence and

availability of sources which can also provide the adaptation of techno

logy, layout of selected machinery and technical supervision of production

besides other services referred to earlier.
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Medium-scale Industries

,65* In the case of medium-scale industries.which are to "be established

by local enterprise, in collaboration, with foreign technical know-how

and/or financial participation, the problems are many and varied.

"Foreign know-how" is in many cases that supplied by machinery salesmen

with access to. persons.experienced in the industry and their main

objective is to sell the most expensive equipment, at the best possible

price. The machinery offered may not be the best of its type, or tho

most desirable, for: the size of production envisaged,, Inhere industrial

skills are unavailable .it may be unwise to have, ultra-modern equipment

with push-button controlss as these require.accurate' adjustments' and

maintenance which involve higher skills, even, if the. higher cost of. such

equipment may not be a major factor. The machinery.may, on the other

hand?use a technology without.modification .to local conditions^ or

have a capacity several times in excess of anticipated production. The

know-how is of limited value as it does not have the assurance'and.

reliability of a reputable manufacture.. The manager supplied ;by tho .

machinery manufacturer is 3&~'individual" who might make unreasonable

demands on the local company and hold it to ransonu Ma'ny cases of this

type have been reported in the less advanced countries of Asia1 and

elsewhere and this may well "be the experience- in' Africa. It can only be

avoided if the local industrialist has access' to competent help in the

formulation5 supervision and operation of his concern*

66. Where collaboration with a foreign manufacturer is envisaged

the particular problem mentioned above may not arise., "but advice will be

required on the minimum and mp,ximum number of local personnel in

various categories of management and their trainings the disclosure of

know-how, the conditions of purchase of raw materials3 and generally .on

the type and contents of a technical agreement between a local sponsor

and an overseas manufacturer*
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Basic and large-scale Industries : ""

67. In the case of bnsic industries, which arc coming increasingly

under public ownership in the underdeveloped countries, largely because'

of high initial capital and inadequate return on investment, a local

institute may not havo the competence to prepare full and detailed

project reports and to make technical and economic feasibility studies. :

It could, however, make the initial survey of the quantity and quality

of raw materials available, of the availability- of technical and skilled

manpower for the particular industry, of the market existing with "'

projection for consumption at the time when industry, will be established,

and make -a preliminary feasibility study for consideration of the govern

ment.- .If in the view.of the institute the prospects of economic

operation seem satisfactory .or even marginal, it could make recommenda

tions for the choice of a specialized consultant in the particular

industry, and .provide such a consultant with all the local background

data he will require. ■ :

Feasibility Sudies9 Project Evaluation and Loan Surveys

68. There is yet .another and important field of activity by which an

institute could assist industrialization. As indigenous industrial .

investment in industry is likely to be meagre for some considerable ■

.period of time, the entrepreneur looks to industrial banks, development -

corporations and commercial banks to provide loans on long-term credit...

Quite naturally the banks themselves require evidence of fundability

before they can consider providing long-term credits. The local entre

preneur will be unable to prepare a project report with all the details

of capital cost of land, buildings, machinery, cost of installation and

services,, raw materials and labour required, market potentials, cost of

production, etc. and consequently a worthwhile project might never be

started. Assistance in the preparation of feasibility studies which

would lead either to a bankable project or to the rejection of uneconomic

projects which are. a drain on the resources of the country will be a
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service of great value to industrialization in the less advanced countries

and should therefore be included in the functions of an industrial

research institute,

Functions of Industrial

69- Against the background of the discussion of research and other

services and of needs in African countries which have preceded the following

functions for industrial research emerges ■■■.•■ - . .... . , .. . : -.■

(a) Surveys and studies of the natural resources? by-products of ■

industry and agriculture and their utilisation!

(b) . Investigations and research into and development of new products

and processes for industry^ and the development of new techno

logies for the utilisation of local raw materials^

(o) .Laboratory services of analysis and testing of industrial

products and uxport products|

(d) Assistance to governments in the development and formulation .

of standards for industrial products!. .

(a) Techno-econoraic feasibility studies^ loan surveys and project

evaluation for financing institutions, public and-private

sector of industry, and other bodies^

(f) Consultation service to industry on production management,

industrial engineering,, marketing., cost accountings quality

control^ inventory control, in-plant standards9 and general -

engineering technology and production problems. :

(g) 'Technical information services based on a specialized library

for the purpose of disseminating information on known processes,

operations3 and technologies5 and publication of suitable

pamphlets or brochures on the characteristics,-utilization and

industrial possibilities of the natural resources:!
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(h) Foster training in collaboration with the universities and

other educational institutions, of research workers, engineers,

technologists3 managers^

(i) Produce liaison with other institutes both, in Africa and

elsewhere and thereby foster the'spirit'of co-operation and

the universality of knowledge. ■

Financing of Industrial Researoh .

70. The annual cost of operation of a multi-purpose research institute

with functions and services stipulated above is around US, $350,000 while

that of a specialized institute working in a particular industrial

field will be 'lower but not much below $200,000 per year. In addition to

recurrent costs is the cost of equipment, land and buildings for each

institute and this capital cost is assessed at Si million.

71. While this order of expenditure■is within the means of countries

like Higeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast and Senegal it may be considered

a burden on the other countries of the sub-region. Co-operative arrange

ments and reimbursement for services rendered to .the..private sector will

then be necessary and advantageous.

72. Multinational" co-operation such as that envisaged for. the Solar

Energy Centre at Niamey which works for the three countries,.Niger,

Mali and Upper Volta, is one of the successful approaches in obtaining

economy in personnel and funds per country. Such co-operation in t .0

research field is not new. It has been practised in the developed

countries for many years and the Industry Research Associations in the

UK are examples.

73. Industrial research institutes work for the private sector of

industry as well as for govemmontal bodies. The services for the

private sector include testing of products, troublo-shooting, quality

control, project evaluation, feasibility studios, loan surveys,.
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process development., and managerial consultancy services. In most

countries the private sector has been willing to reimburse the cost of

such direct services and the income from this source can be as much

as 30-40 per cent of the recurrent budget each year. This implies.,

however^ that a developed indigeneous private sector of industry exists.

The countries in the West" African sub-region'are still industrially

underdeveloped and present industrial production is low. The govern-

monts will, therefore/ have the major responsibility for guaranteeing

financial support both for establishment and recurrent expenditure.

However^ if the corporate and independent status of the institute is

assured and it wins through impartial service the confidence of the

industrial sector,, it can earn a substantial1 income from the private

sector within 5-7 years and every institute should be encouraged

and empowered to become fully self-supporting-in 10 years "with govern

ment only :paying directly for services like any other client.
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CHAPTER Til

. ■ . :. STAFF AED TRAITOR ....

Quality and qualifications of staff

74* The efficiency of a research institute depends almost, exclusively

on its direction and the quality of its staff. For industrial research

the professional staff member should have a first honours degree in

chemistry, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering? physios? or

industrial economics3 followed by a post-graduate degree in an

applied science, a diploma in industrial management and at least one

year in factories of chosen field of specialization. Ceylon experi

ence shows that it takes five to seven years after the first degree

to make a research officer of the calibre required,

75" The high quality and. calibre of technical manpower required for

research -is forcibly expressed by Teale in the- following t.ermss.

"I think that the premium on imaginations on flexibility,

on the capacity to deal with questions that have never been

asked before will be very much more substantial than it has

been in the past, I think the capacity to deal with new know

ledge that is piling up at the rate that is hard to exaggerate)

is of utmost consequence. It demands the capacity not only

to acquire and use knowledge but also to discriminate carefully

with respect to what-, does not need to be acquired and what

should be avoided." -*

The training for original thinkings and the acquisition of scientific

method^ is the function of the university and the research conducted

in the field of fundamental or basic research hj students as fulfil

ment of post-graduate studies is expected to satisfy this. This is

an essential training not only for techniques of research but also

for imparting scientific understanding in trainees to select from

the world's store of knowledge those elements required for the

development of their countries. A post-graduate degree alone is

l/ Stanley F. Teale3 Proceedings of a Conference on Technological
Planning at the Corporate Level, sponsored by Harvard Business

School, 1961.
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insufficient as industrial research work-^o should also possess ex

perience in industry and industrial management and acquire the hard

discipline of industry,

76. It is common experience in the developing countries for persons ..

to believe., that university degrees, and diplomas are all that counts..

In the field of. research generally, and particularly in the difficult-

discipline of industrial research, the-university degree is-only the :

"beginning. Individual success depends on preparation and training ■■ ..

coupled with dedication to the. task=/ In developing countries an.

industrial research worker needs to "be. a specialist turned generalist

and- this requires a research man to acquire additional knowledge, in. ■■

a.variety of fields "by practical experience and study. .. . . ,

77. 'A research worker cannot delegate*-' He should carry out each and

every operation himself, however menial this may "be, as this is the

only way of assuring that every experiment conducted will result in

accurate observations and deductions. In most of the developing

countries - and, this is also true of Africa - the educational and ■

social'systems have given a prominent place to white-collar jobs and

consequently young men have the:erroneous belief that soiling their

hands is degrading- This' attitude is out1 of harmony with industrial

development and is disastrous for research activity. If an institute

is to be efficient and to provide the services expected of its its

staff of scientists should not only be highly qualified and experienced,

but also believe in and practice dignity of labour. This situation

is further aggravated by higher financial: rewards and better pros

pects offered in executive positions in governments. , Consequently,

research, which requires the highest intellect in the-country, is .

often neglected, and countries.become dependent-on foreign.scientists.■

These,.besides being expensive, cannot be expected to provide the.

type of leadership, dedication and identification with the aspira-*

tions of the country that only indigenous scientists can. The solu

tion is to be found in investment, in training over a.long period of. .

time for the research men and in compensating them at a higher level

than the administraitve or civil service in a country.
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78. The countries of the sub-region are conscious of the need for

training of their own scientists for research. The following state-'

ment by the delegate for Togo to the Lagos Conferences 28 July to'

6 August 1964s is succinct and clears "The general development of

a country as a whole necessarily requires a large number of pro- ■ ■

fassionally Qualified staff. They can only "be made available if

countries set about training them, in their own universities or

abroad,..... .and. technical assistance? whether from Europe, the United

States or elsewhere, is never more than a palliatives- besides it is

limited in extent and.in duration3 and can never be counted on in

definitely* Each developing country must now start training its own

research scientists who can progressively take over the role played

by foreign assistance•".- Pie further dealt with the lack of opportunity

in the following termss "Some(obstacles to scientific careers) are ■

connected with the existence of traditional hierarchies, reinforced

by colonial alienation- The authority and prestige belong to the

administrator, the legislator, the technician being only the - in

general, modest - collaborator. His prospects in an.administrative .

career are better than if he launches out on his-own. Superficially,

his,social importance is not evident .... It would be high time,.

however, .and good for the. future of our countries, to end the para-,

dox that consists of having a grave shortage of skilled scientists

and technicians, while vocations are hindered or stifled ..."

Training ■ . . . . ;■ . ■=■. ..

79* 'Research is a highly intellectual activity and a severe disci

pline. Training is therefore of longer duration than the'profes

sions s and should be planned for. The most severe handicap faced

by research 'institutes in the sub-region is the shortage of staff

both'local and foreign. The Federal Institute of Industrial Research

has only one Nigerian on the senior research'cadre and almost a third

of 'the'senior posts provided? including the post of Director, are

vacant. Similar situations exist in the other countries. The'

majority of research in the French-speaking countries has been
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entrusted by conventions to the French .specialized institutes such

as IEAT, IRCTj IREO? IFAC, OESTOM, BEGM, CRBTP and CTFT whioh

maintain stations staffed largely by French scientists and visiting

missions. Because most of this, assistance in. technical personnel

is in the form of aid. from France., the countries themselves have

not planned for the training of these key personnel.

80. With persons of the training, experience and attitude mentioned

above a multi-purpose institute could be operated efficiently with

a professional staff of 16 to 20 persons. Specialised institutes

on a chosen field of industry would require a professional cadre

of 8 to 10 persons. In order to replace expatriate staff in existing

industrial research institutes - which include besides the multi

purpose institutes like the F.I .I.E. in Mgeria, also the food

research, building research., leather, forest products and mining and

geological research institutes - 100 persons will have to be trained;

and to meet the requirements of new institutes (including industrial

engineers? cost accountantss market research men and project evalua

tion specialists) a further 100 will have to be trained. Most of

this training may have to be done overseas, but local universities

could at least provide basic degree courses in chemistry, engineering,

physics, chemical engineering., industrial engineerings etc.

81, The staffing position even for junior staff such as laboratory

technicians, laboratory and research assistants, workshop and main

tenance service mens is also unsatisfactory. On the basis of the

ratio of one research officer to two supporting staff the require

ments in the sub-region for junior staff in the specialized area of

industrial research is around 300, assuming that some posts are

already satisfactorily filled. To this should be added the require

ments of agricultural and forestry institutes, medical research, and

the university and higher secondary schools teaching science. The

volume of training required is sufficiently large to support full-

time courses for laboratory technicians and assistants in at least

two or three universities, polytechnics and technical colleges.
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The "basic academic requirement for junior staff is the G.O.E. 'A1

level in science, and additional training consists of the Junior- '

Technical Officer Course in chemistry, chemical engineering, ■

mechanical engineering, physics, workshop practice, etc., or the

City and Guilds Laboratory Technician Course. The academic back

ground could "be lowered to G.C.E. '0' level provided the duration

of the specialised courses are increased from the. normal two years

to 2|- years c ' . .
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CBAPTER VIII . ...

■■ . EXISTING SITUATION PROSPECTS ;.0D CONCLUSIONS- .

Lanugage Barrier

82. The fourteen countries of the sub-region present, a hetero-.

geneous picture. Two linguistic groups., exist. Five countries-

Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone - have adopted ■

English as the language of administration. These countries, how

ever, are not contiguous. Two countries - Ghana and Nigeria - have

already developed national institutions. While Liberia and Sierra

Leone are neighbours, Gambia is separated by three countries which

administer in a language other than English. The remaining nine

countries are French-speaking, contiguous, and have a record of

joint administration and common institutions,

Population and GDP yeT capita;- ... , . . ... ■ ... :

83. Nigeria is the most populous with 58 million people'in its four

regions. The next largest, Ghana, jhas only 7•74 million. All the

other countries have populations under 5 million each with two coun

tries, Gambia arid Mauritania,1having populations of under 1 million.

84. The GDP per oaput average for the whole sub-region in 19&5. is

US$ 97 with variations ranging from'Upper Volta at US$ 47 to $249

and S25O for. Ivory Coast and Liberia. In general the most, populated

countries have lower GDP per capita - with the exception of Ghana, .

Ivory Coast and Senegal. Nigeria'with ^a population^ of 58 million

has a GDP per capita estimated at US$ 74 while Mali with a.popula

tion of 4.58 million has a GDP of' US$71 and Upper Volta with a

population of 4,78 million has the lowest GDP 'in the sub-region of

US$ 47. These are detailed "in Annex 1 ;aricL it will be seen 'that a

number of smaller populated countries have l!ow GDP per capita, e.g.j

Dahomey US$ 69, Gambia, $71, Sierra'Leone $84 and Togo $87.
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Scientific Infrastructure '" ■ ' ■■■-."■'■

85. A review of the existing institutions in the agricultural, in

dustrial, raining and geological fields, and of universities, poly

technics and university colleges is provided as an annex to a:- ";

companion study on 'standardization dn the West African sub-region

(e/CST.14/IHR/116) , In this study the industrial-research and.

development institutions are shown in Annex II. . ■'"■■.■

86. Nigeria is the most advanced'with five universities, a multi

purpose industrial research institute, four development corpora

tions, and research institutes for food, building and forest products.

Ghana, a smaller country both in area and population, ranks high

with three universities, an academy of science co-ordinating research,

and research institutes in food preservation, building, forest

products, isotopes and cocoa technology. Senegal and Ivory Coast

are the only other countries which have a satisfactory ^scientific-

infrastructure on which a multi-purpose industrial research

institute on a nationalF "basis oould be.established. Senegal has a

university with.faculties in science and engineering, a. newly

established food technology, institute, the Organxsme de Kecherches

pour l!Alimentation et la Nutrition Africaines (GHANA) and a

building research" institute.' Ivory Coast has seen rapid* economic

development in the last five years. It has the tlniversiiy'of

Abidjan, an applied research institute'working principally"on food

and fruit'"preservation, a building research unit and'a rubber

research unit. ■ ' ' ' ' ' ' ,'

87. Seven countries. - Dahomey,.- Qambia,, Mali,. Mauritania, Niger,. . .

Togo and .Upper Volta.- do not have.a,university or polytechnic and

these are also;the poorest in scientific infrastructure necessary,

for industrial research. . In .the intermediate position are Guinea,

Liberia and Sierra Leone which have a. university,.ploytechnic or. „

colleges of university level but lack other research institutes in

the industrial field.
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Soientifio Policy and Objectives " " ■ ■

88, In the ten countries listed above as having poor or intermediate

positions in scientific infrastructure? no national science policy

has as yet been precisely defined. In Mger research effort is co

ordinated by the Planning Commission? in Mali by the Research Council,

and in Dahomey by the National Survey and Planning Directorate.

These countries have largely agrarian economies and their main

research activity has been in agronomy and in mining and geology,

$&© 2*a?©3&©}i-$paaki.Rg oou&tries in this group have only had an opera

tional nucleus of scientific and technical facilities set up before

independence by agencies in France such as the IRAT? IRCT3 IRBD, IFACS

ORSTOM, BRGM, and CTFT and only a limited number of these have worked

in any one country*' These organizations work largely in the agri

cultural .and geological fields* The CEBTP has< onlj research sta

tions in Ivory Coast and Senegal and has through these1 stations

undertaken building.-research for the other countries of the former

federation of French West Africa,

89, The scientific policy as stated by Togo applies to all these

countries. It states -nResearch will no doubt proceed from the

general to the particular and from urgent to the less urgent. The

executive agenby need not necessarily, as in some countries9 be .

responsible also for research planning? but this is likely to happen

in African countries whose means are limited, having only a small

number of technicians and 'research' workers and only one or two ;.

specialized institutions* ! Adivision of work that is not purely:

national- but of common" interest to two or three countries is also a

possibility,": ■'. ■ ■■ ■■■ ■■•.■■ ■ ■ ■■:

90, The co-operation in research among a group of countries was

fostered in the colonial period by the research agencies of the

metropolitan countries. Thus grew the ¥est African Cocoa Research

Institutes .the West African Oil Palm Research Institute? the West

African Building Research and others set up ~bj the UK0 The research
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stations set up and serviced by various French research organizations

have already been alluded to earlier. In many cases the research

programmes and services catered to the needs of a group of countries,

While in the francophone countries these organizations have con

tinued to operate and to serve as before? (and more often than not

also financed by France)5 the West African institutes in the anglo

phone countries have in the flush of independence ceased to operate

as sub-regional centres and have become national bodies. In this

age of co-operation and joint action in the political and economic

fields? the breakdown in co-operation in the vital research area is

regrettable although the reasons for this break up may have been due

to the attainment of independent status by the various countries at

different dates. . With all the countries now fully independent and

equal) it is hoped that this oo-operation will be re-established

not only for forging African unity but also for accelerated

group development at the lowest cost and optimum utilization of

scarce resources.

91. In all countries of the sub-region industrial development has .

become a crusade although agriculture is still the predominant

economic sector. National economic policies and plans have? however,|

emphasized industrialization and governments are increasingly con

vinced that this development is impossible without parallel scientific.

planningj co-ordination and development.

92 • The policy of Ghana is pertinent, . It .states "On .the industrial

side? the aim is to prospect for essential industrial minerals which

will lay. the.foundation for chemical and other industries? and also

to investigate the local manufacture of essential industrial chemi

cals. Research aims at providing semi-processed goods where

possible for export rather than exporting the raw unprocessed mat

erials. Research in the utilization of local materials for building

and construction work is also given priority. In order to ensure

the maximum and most efficient utilization of the results of researoh
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the national research policy ensures the most effective liaison ..with

those engaged in extension services. o.. * * Finally, the research ;

facilities are at the disposal of all neighbouring countries whose ;

problems are similar to those of Ghana, and for that matter at"the1!

disposal of the.whole of Africa*"

Prospects - ■ "~ . j

93* The Beirut Seminar on Industrial Research and Development . |
j

Institutes recommended the expenditure of 0.1 per cent of a country's

GDP as a minimum for industrial research if the services are to mee|t
1

urgent needs« The cost of operation of a modest multi-service i

institute has earlier "been estimated at US$ 35.0*000 P©*1 year. To ;

this should "be added the heavy initial cost of equipment, land and '■

"buildings for its■establishment and the cost of essential training I

of scientific and technical staff. . _;

94* Elsewhere in this study? the average expenditure on all research

in developing countries has "been estimated at only XJSl 0.10 to 0,30

per capita which indicates that present expenditure on research which

includes university9 agricultural, mining and industrial and health!

research is much "below 0-1 per cent of GDP, There may have been !

competing social demands in new couritries which necessitated this, i

The inevitable conclusion is that greater expenditure on research I

is essential if the accelerated development and consequent higher !

standards of living of the peoples -desired is to be achieved.

95* Assuming^ however, that as a policy the governments of the

countries are willing to spend one half of 0,1 per cent immediately,

only four of them? namely? Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal and Ivory Coast

can afford multi-service industrial research institutes. The rest

of the countries need a much larger per capita outlay. Consequently,

co-operative arrangements among themselves with specialised in

stitutes distributed equitably in fields such as solar energy,

building, food technology-9_ textile technology? oil and fats,

metalurgy, etc*? and controlled by an over-riding Research Council

composed of representatives of participating countries would be a

solution for them.
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Conclusions

Nigeria. ■ .. ■■ ■■.'■..■

96. Nigeria established the Federal Institute of Industrial Research

in 1956 on the recommendations of the 1954 World Bank Mission, In

dustrial research and other forms of scientific research require an

atmosphere of freedom for their success- Q?he F.I.I.R. functions -as

a Government department under the Federal Ministry of Industry and

the financial and administrative regulations applicable, although

appropraite for public administration, hamper research activity in

many ways.

97. Industrial Research should cater for all types of industry,

large and small, public and private and should develop technologies

to suit local conditions. This it can do only if it serves industry

effectively through industrial extension and consultancy services

on a confidential basis. The Institute should also generate the

dynamism that is necessary to develop the research market and poten

tial. This has not been created in Nigeria and liaison with industry

leaves much to be desired.

98. ' As a department of Government, the Institute is governed by

public service salary scales^ and recruitment procedures. The scales

are inadequate to attract the. talent that is required for research

and a large percentage of the senior posts are vacant and only one

Nigerian has been attracted to a research career. The scales would

have to be raised if the situation is to improve and this can only

be'done if the Institute has "both financial and operational autonomy.

99-. Besides the F.I.I.R., Nigeria has specialized institutes in

building research, forest products, food, leather,"stored products

and an industrial laboratory for the Northern Region. Economy in

the use of scarce resources, if not the requirements of planning

would suggest that these activities be co-ordinated under an auto

nomous Industrial Research Council, There is reason to believe that
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the full potential of industrial research is not being harnessed

effectively for the "benefit of the nation due largely to the

institute's dependence as a -Government department and the poor

direction now obtaining without a full-time, director. .

100, The Government has under consideration a proposal to set up a

national research council with complete autonomy, presumably to

deal with.all scientific research. The linkage between the various

industrial research organizations and the proposed council should

"be the subject of a detailed study for which United Nations assist

ance is appropriate.

Ghana-, Sierra Leone) Liberia and Gambia.

101. Ghana' in pre-colonial times formed part of British West Africa

which then consisted of ligeria, Ghana and Sierra Leone." The West

African research institutes established.served these three terri

tories. With the grant of independence first t;o Nigeria and then

to. Ghana and still later to Sierra Leone these research organiza- ,

tions have lost their multinational character.

102, Independence saw considerable expansion of research facilities

in Ghana-in spite of the1 "break up of the West African institutes

and the present structure of science, despite the lack of a multi

purpose industrial research institute, is one of the best in the

sub-region. The Government has also expressed its desire to co

operate in the field of research not only with its neighbours but

also to make available its research services to other countries in

Africa, It is therefore reasonable to assume that a multinational

grouping of Ghana with Sierra Leone, Liberia and Gambia would be

acceptable.

103. The Ghana Academy of Sciences was formed in 1963 and took over

under its over-all policy administration a number of research

institutes in the country including the building research, food

preservation unit, food research and forest products research unitt
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This might appear to "be a heavy concentration of specialized

institutes in one country but may be offset by the establishment

of a multi-purpose industrial'research institute in Sierra Leone,

a rubber research or metals institute in Liberia and an oil and.

fats, research institute in Gambia. ■ .

The Francophone Countries ■ ■

104. These are nine countries - Dahomey, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Mali,

Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Togo and Upper Volta. Only Senegal

which already has a newly established Food Technology Institute

and Ivory Coast with the Institut Technique des Industries et

Produits Tropicaux have the nucleus and the financial resources

for a national multi-purpose industrial research institute. It :is ■

problematical, however, whether they will have the scientific man-:

power to direct and staff, such a research institute,

105. These nine oountrie,s have a record of fruitful association in

the past and are conscious of the benefits and strength of collective

action. Although the building research stations of CEBEP are in

Senegal and Upper Volta there are other fields on which specialized .

institutes could be established - the Solar Energy Centre in ¥iger

being one.. The r.aison d'etre for the specialization can only be

determined by detailed study and consultation with the Governments .

of these countries. Such study and- recommendations should form the

basis of inter-governmental agreements and the establishment of a

multinational council of industrial and scientific research for the

nine countries. Of all. the various fields of economic and social,

activity, science provides by its very nature the easiest area of

co-operation, and these nations are unlikely to throw out this

opportunity of building goodwill and solidarity which we hope will

later lead to still greater and more fruitful co-operation in the "

economic and political fields.
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